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Acknowledgement of Country 
 
 

‘Lilydale Community Child Care Incorporated would like to acknowledge the Wurundjeri 

people who are the Traditional Custodians of the Land.  We would also like to pay respect to 

the Elders both past and present of the Wiradjuri Nation and extend that respect to other 

Indigenous Australians who are present’. 
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VEYLDF – 5 Outcomes 
NEYLF – Belonging, Being, 
Becoming 

  

 

Swinburne Children’s Centres accept, respect and celebrate the individuality of each child and their families by 
affirming their rights and beliefs within our early childhood environment. We provide children with a caring, nurturing 

and safe environment, where family focused; innovative programmes support children to become confident and 
involved learners with a strong sense of identity. 

The centres are a collaborative of families, educators and the wider community where everyone is empowered to 
belong, be and become to their fullest potential. Responsiveness and reflective practice are the cornerstone of providing 

an enabling environment for success.  

*	  Family	  focused	  service	  which	  
aligns	  practice	  to	  values	  
*	  Respect	  of	  traditions	  and	  culture	  
*Mutually	  respectful	  partnerships	  
with	  families	  and	  communities	  to	  
complement	  their	  role	  as	  educators	  
of	  young	  children.	  
*	  Belief	  that	  families	  and	  wider	  
communities	  are	  an	  integral	  
resource	  to	  guide	  the	  education	  of	  
young	  children.	  
*Strong	  ethos	  that	  sees	  the	  
curriculums	  connecting	  children	  to	  
the	  community	  and	  environment	  in	  
sincere	  and	  organic	  ways.	  
*Support	  the	  endeavours	  
researchers	  in	  early	  education,	  and	  
where	  appropriate,	  be	  accessible	  to	  
participate	  in	  early	  childhood	  
research	  projects	  or	  pilot	  programs.	  

*	  Nurture	  and	  strong	  sense	  of	  identity	  
*	  Foster	  skills	  to	  become	  confidant	  
and	  involved	  learners	  
*Embrace	  diversity	  
*Quality	  child	  led	  and	  adult	  supported	  
curriculum	  where	  provocation	  is	  the	  
foremost	  method	  of	  program	  
delivery.	  
*Offer	  progressive	  educational	  
environments	  which	  foster	  positive	  
learning	  journeys.	  
*Promote	  an	  authentic	  and	  positive	  
subculture	  of	  learning	  through	  
interactive	  investigation.	  
*	  stimulate	  a	  strong	  sense	  of	  agency	  
and	  emotional	  intelligence	  
throughout	  the	  early	  years	  journey.	  
*Scaffold	  the	  development	  of	  skills	  
for	  life	  focusing	  on	  holistic	  progress	  
and	  learning.	  

*	  Mentoring	  students	  in	  a	  way	  that	  
builds	  capacity,	  agency	  and	  resilience.	  
*	  Positive	  relationships	  and	  support	  
for	  early	  childhood	  training	  
organisations.	  
*Open	  communication	  exchanges	  
through	  all	  levels	  of	  the	  
organisational	  construct.	  
*Extension	  Learning	  through	  
opportunities	  for	  ongoing	  
professional	  development.	  Knowing	  
the	  “why	  “that	  underpins	  our	  
practice.	  
*Peer	  collective	  knowledge	  and	  life	  
experience.	  
*Exemplary	  practice	  in	  delivery	  of	  
quality,	  care	  and	  curriculum.	  
*Pay	  respect	  to	  significance	  of	  
positive	  dispositions	  in	  the	  
teaching/learning	  cycle.	  
*	  Promote	  the	  importance	  of	  early	  
education	  and	  professional	  standing	  
of	  educationalists	  working	  within	  the	  
sector.	  

Family and Community Pedagogy Educationalists 

Core Values 



 

 

CENTRE STRUCTURE 
 
Families of the children that are educated and cared for at Swinburne Children’s Centres are an 
important and integral part of our service. Educators support the family as a whole, with recognition 
that the needs of families and children are inextricably linked. 
 
Swinburne Children’s Centres are community based not for profit centres operated by Lilydale 
Community Child Care Inc. under the direction of an Executive Committee of Management. The 
management committee comprises families and other nominated members.  All families are 
actively encouraged to become involved at the centres at whatever level they feel they can, 
including nominating as a representative on the executive committee of management.  The 
committee makes decisions on important operational and management issues.  
 
We aim to create a trusting, co-operative atmosphere where families have accessible, affordable 
and safe quality education and care that is flexible and responsive to needs.  Swinburne Children’s 
Centres are licensed for children between the ages of 6 weeks to 6 years.  
 
Family involvement is a recognised right, however we understand the true pressures upon our 
families.  Each centre has a Parent Association, where families are encouraged to participate and 
voice suggestions, ideas and means of improving centre operation.  The Parent Association meets 
to discuss the daily happenings within the centre, organises fund raising activities, working bees, 
undertakes policy reviews, special occasions, information nights and discuss any concerns to be 
brought to the attention of the Executive Committee. This Association meets bi-monthly.  

 
Families are encouraged at any time to make direct contact Educators from their child’s room 
concerning any ideas, suggestion or issues relating to their child. 
 
EDUCATORS  

 
Janelle Williamson, Children’s Centres CEO is located across all centres. Her main role is the 
effective management and control of all Centres on behalf of the Licensee (Executive Committee 
of Management) and the main point of contact for families. 
 
Her working week is as follows, however she can be contacted at any time on 0459 067 700 
 
 
Monday & Wednesday:   Wantirna 
Tuesday & Thursday :   View Street 
Friday:      Croydon 

 
In Janelle’s absence, parents are encouraged to liaise with the Centre Manager at each Centre 
should they require management direction or assistance. 
 
Educator levels are in accordance with the Education and Care Services National Regulations 
2011. 

 
• Educators must be working directly involved in educating and caring for children attending 

the service. 
• The Education Coordinator may form part of the centres educator ratios for the time they 

are directly involved in caring for children attending the service, Regulation 4.4(3)122. 
• When an Early Childhood Educator is absent they will be replaced with either an Educator 

from the centre part-time/casual list or through a recognized children services staff agency. 
 



 

• Should an Educator not be able to be replaced as stated above, the Coordinator will 
contact the Department of Education Early Childhood Development and also the 
Operations Manager to discuss the matter and if needed, families will be contacted to keep 
their children home due to non-compliance to the Regulations. 
 

HOURS OF OPERATION 
 
The Centre operates between the hours of 7.00am-6.00pm at Croydon, 6.45am-6.30 pm at View 
Street and 7.30am-6.00pm at Wantirna Monday to Friday. On enrolment you are asked to 
nominate preferred times of usage, however these times are flexible. 
 

 
FAMILY INVOLVEMENT 
 
Families are encouraged and welcome to take part in the children’s program. If you would like to 
spend time with your child at the Centre, please advise the Children’s Centres CEO, Centre 
Manager or room educators.  This is truly embraced. 
 
If you would like to discuss any matter regarding your child, you are most welcome to speak to the 
primary educators working with your child. You may wish to make an appointment so that you can 
discuss your child’s progress without being disturbed, however daily communication exchanges 
are vital and encouraged. Please be aware though that the priority of educators is working with the 
children so lengthy daily exchanges may not always be possible. From time to time, industry 
students may undertake a field placement or work experience at the centre.  Students are not 
permitted to give advice to families but are welcomed as a valuable addition to our service 
provision. 
 
A family and community notice board is located in the foyer. This board is used for information and 
news that may be of interest to all families.  There is also an information board within each of the 
educational rooms. 
 
Families are encouraged to display notices of events and items that may be of interest for other 
families. This can be arranged through the Centre CEO or the Centre Manager.  
 
Information leaflets and articles are available at the Centre and you are welcome to help yourself to 
these. These are displayed in the foyer, near the family notice board. 
 
A newsletter will be distributed quarterly. This will provide you with information about the centre 
events and happenings. You are invited to contribute items of interest to the newsletter, just 
provide this to the Centre Manager.   
 
Family involvement is fostered through opportunities to make contributions to programs, family 
nights, working bees, committee representation, quality reviews and various other means. 
 
LCCI endeavours to maintain open lines of communication and a positive partnership with all 
families. If for any reason you have concerns with the education and care of you child, families are 
encouraged to consult the centre grievance policy. 
 
 

 
 
 



 

NATIONAL QUALITY FRAMEWORK 
 

EDUCATION AND CARE 
 
Swinburne Children’s Centres are governed by legislation pertaining to education and care 
requirements.  The National Quality Framework is the governing legislation applicable to all Early 
Childhood services and Out of Hours School care programs across Australia and includes; 
1. The National Legislative Framework 
2. The National Quality Standards 
3. The National Quality and Rating Assessment Process 
4. A Regulatory Authority – Department of Education and Early Childhood Development 

 
Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality Authority (ACECQA) are the National Body who 
oversee the legislation – www.acecqa.com.au 
 
Swinburne Children’s Centres educational programs for children focus on learning outcomes 
highlighted under the Victorian Early Years Learning and Development Framework and the 
National Early Years Learning Framework Belonging, Being and Becoming.  The frameworks 
identify outcomes to describe key elements of children’s learning and development.  These areas 
are listed as follows: 
 

! Children have a strong sense of identity (Identity) 
! Children are connected with and contribute to their world (Community) 
! Children have a strong sense of wellbeing (Wellbeing) 
! Children are confident and involved learners (Learning) 
! Children are effective communicators (Communication) 

 
Identity; 
 

! Children feel safe, secure and supported – Children openly express their feelings and 
ideas in their interactions with other, Initiate interactions with trusted educators, establish 
and maintain respectful, trusting relationships with other children and educators. 

! Children develop their emerging autonomy, inter-dependence, resilience and sense 
of agency – Demonstrate increasing awareness of the needs and rights of others, are 
open to new challenges, increasingly co-operate and work collaboratively with others, 
approach new safe situations with confidence and initiate negotiating and sharing 
behaviours. 

! Children develop knowledge and confident self-identities – Feel recognized and 
respected for who they are, explore different identities and points of view through dramatic 
play, reach out and communicate for comfort, assistance and companionship and celebrate 
and share their contributions and achievements with others. 

! Children learn to interact in relation to others with care, empathy and respect – Show 
interest in other children and being part of a group, engage and contribute to shared play 
experiences, express a wide range of emotions, thoughts and views constructively and 
reflect on their actions and consider consequences for others. 

 
Community; 
 

! Children develop a sense of belonging to groups and communities and an 
understanding of the reciprocal rights and responsibilities necessary for active civic 
participation:  Children take action to assist other children to participate in social groups, 
express an opinion in matters that affect them, cooperate with others and negotiate roles 
and relationships in play episodes and group experiences and gradually learn to “read” the 
behaviour of others and respond appropriately. 



 

! Children respond to diversity with respect:  Children begin to show respect for others, 
explore the diversity of culture, become aware of connections, similarities and differences 
between people and practice inclusive ways of achieving coexistence. 

! Children become aware of fairness – Children are empowered to make choices and 
problem solve to meet their needs in particular contexts, begin to think critically about fair 
and unfair behaviour and become aware about ways in which people are included or 
excluded from physical and social environments. 

! Children become socially responsible and show respect for the environment – 
Children use play to investigate, project and explore new ideas, participate with others to 
solve problems and contribute to group outcomes, develop and awareness of the impact of 
human activity on environments and the interdependence of living things. 

 
Wellbeing; 
 

! Children become strong in their social, emotional and spiritual wellbeing – Children 
demonstrate trust and confidence, enjoy moments of solitude, show an increasing ability to 
understand,, self regulate and manage their emotions in ways that reflect the feelings and 
needs of other, assert their capabilities and independence while demonstrating increasing 
awareness of the rights and needs of others and recognise the contributions they make to 
shared projects and experiences. 

! Children take increasing responsibility for their own health and physical wellbeing – 
Children are happy,, healthy, safe and are connected to others, manipulate equipment and 
manage tools with increasing competence, combine gross and fine motor movement and 
balance to achieve increasingly complex patterns of activity, show increasing independence 
and competence in personal hygiene, care and safety for themselves and others and show 
an increasing awareness of healthy lifestyles and good nutrition. 

 
Learning; 
 

! Children develop dispositions for learning such as curiosity, cooperation, 
confidence, creativity, commitment, enthusiasm, persistence, imagination and 
reflexivity – Children express wonder and interest in their environments, are curious and 
enthusiastic participants in their learning, use play to investigate, imagine and explore 
ideas, follow and extend their own interests with enthusiasm, energy and concentration, 
initiate and contribute to play experiences emerging from with own ideas, persevere and 
experience the satisfaction of achievement and persist even when they find a task difficult. 

! Children develop a range of skills and processes such as problem solving, inquiry, 
experimentation, hypothesizing, researching and investigating – Children apply a wide 
variety of thinking strategies to engage with situations and solve problems, and adapt these 
strategies to new situations, make predictions and generalizations about their daily 
activities, use reflecting thinking to consider why things happen and what can be learnt from 
these experiences. 

! Children transfer and adapt what they have learnt from one context to another – 
Children engage in co-constructing learning, develop and ability to mirror, repeat and 
practice the actions of others either immediately of later, transfer knowledge from one 
setting to another and use the process of play, reflection and investigation to problem solve. 

! Children resource their own learning through connecting with people, place, 
technologies and natural and processed materials – Children engage in learning 
relationships, use their senses to explore natural and built environments, experience the 
benefits and pleasures of shared learning exploration and use feedback from themselves 
and others to revise and build on an idea. 

 
 
Communication; 
 

! Children interact verbally and non-verbally with others for a range of purposes – 



 

Children engage in enjoyable, reciprocal interactions using verbal and non-verbal language, 
convey and construct messages with purpose and confidence, respond verbally and non-
verbally to what they see, hear, touch, feel and taste, use language and representations 
from play, music and art to share meaning, demonstrate an increasing understanding of 
measurement and number using vocabulary to describe size, length, volume, capacity and 
names of numbers and express ideas and feelings and understand and respect the 
perspectives of others. 

! Children engage with a range of texts and get meaning from these texts – Children 
listen and respond to sounds and patterns in speech, stories and rhymes in context, view 
and listen to printed, visual and multimedia texts and respond with relevant gestures 
actions, comments or questions, being to understand key literacy and numeracy concepts 
and processes such as the sounds of language, letter – sound relationships, concepts of 
print and the ways that texts are structured, actively use, engage with and share the 
enjoyment of language and texts in a range of ways. 

! Children express ideas and make meaning using a range of media – Children use 
language and engage in symbolic play to imagine and create roles, scripts and ideas and 
experiment with ways of expressing ideas and meaning using a range of media. 

! Children begin to understand how symbols and pattern systems work – Children 
develop an understanding that symbols are a powerful means of communication and that 
ideas, thoughts and concepts a=can be represented through them, begin to sort, 
categorize, order and compare collections and events and attributes of objects materials in 
their social and natural worlds.  Draw on memory of a sequence to complete a task and 
draw on their experiences in constructing meaning using symbols. 

! Use information and communication technologies to access information, investigate 
ideas and represent their thinking – Children identify the use of technologies in everyday 
life and use real or imaginary technologies as props in their play and engage in technology 
for fun and to make meaning. 

 
 
CHILD SAFE STANDARDS 2016 
 
The Child Safety Standards are mandated by the Victorian Government and are in place to 
improve the way organisations prevent and respond to child abuse that may occur within the 
service.  The standards aim to drive cultural change within the service so that protecting children 
from abuse is embedded in everyday thinking and practice. 
 
The Standards are; 
 

Standard 1: Strategies to embed an organisational culture of child safety, including through 
effective leadership arrangements 
Standard 2: A child safe policy or statement of commitment to child safety 
Standard 3: A code of conduct that establishes clear expectations for appropriate behaviour 
with children 
Standard 4: Screening, supervision, training and other human resources practices that 
reduce the risk of child abuse by new and existing personnel 
Standard 5: Processes for responding to and reporting suspected child abuse 
Standard 6: Strategies to identify and reduce or remove risks of child abuse 
Standard 7: Strategies to promote the participation and empowerment of children. 
 

LCCI has adapted policies and procedures to ensure child safety is at the forefront of our work with 
children including a Child Safe Policy and Child Safe Code of Conduct for any person who 
engages within the service. 
Educators are required to sign a Child Safe Code of Conduct on employment & ensure compliance 
to documented policies and procedures. Families must also comply with this code. 



 

Pedagogical Programing 
 
Swinburne Children’s Centres provide environments which extend and enrich learning for all 
children. The environments enhance children’s sense of agency, autonomy whilst always 
respecting the dignity of each child. 
 
Educational programs and child stories are developed, documented and implemented to provide 
children with opportunities to maximise their potential for future learning success. 
 
Strength and Interest based programs underpinned by the Early Years Learning Framework and 
National Quality Standards reflect individual, family and community values in a play-based learning 
context.  This context allows children to organise and make sense of their social world through 
interactions with people, objects and ideals. 
 
Educators use a variety of means to record interests of the child and their family, transferring this 
information along with their own observations of children to meaningful, engaging programs. 
 
Pedagogical documentation focuses on ‘learning skills for life’ known as dispositions which include 
empathy, resilience, flexibility, generosity.  Documentation is individually focused and group 
orientated and exemplifies the relationship between educators and children. 
 
Taxi Dog, a social emotional skill based program, is a fundamental element of our curriculums in all 
rooms at Swinburne Children’s Centres.  Information pertaining this program can be found as part 
of the Enrolment Pack given to all families. 
Pedagogical documentation of your child can be seen in numerous ways with possibilities such as 

" A learning journey portfolio 
" Hallway photo displays 
" Group learning journey reflections 
" Children’s scrapbook reflections 
" Special event posters 
" Parent/Carer conferences 
" Project work 

 
Group learning opportunities are fundamental to a holistic, inclusive program and provide 
additional means for children to become successful, creative and informed members of our 
community. 
 
Learning environments and pedagogical documentation are responsive to children’s needs as 
presented.  They are a continuum and reflection of culture, intentional teaching and reflective 
practices. 
 
Swinburne Children’s Centres provide a learning context where children are supported to 
participate in a program which enables them to make choices and decisions and influence events 
and their world. 
 
As stated previously, families are implored to contribute and participate in the program to the best 
of their ability, as the expertise of families is fully recognized. 
 
RIZING STARS CREATIVE DANCE AND DRAMA GROUP 
 
Swinburne Children’s Centres provide Rizing Stars Creative Dance and Drama sessions on a daily 
basis.  Our Educators are trained to implement this program, following a set syllabus enhanced by 
children’s input. The centres have an extensive range of Rizing Stars props, music and costumes.  
For more information regarding this program, please ask our Educators. 
 



 

DAILY REQUIREMENTS 
  
Children’s health needs are supported and therefore it is essential to supply a number of changes 
of clothes daily in case of accidents, spills or weather changes.  
 
Our centres are Sun Smart Accredited Centres, therefore all children are required to wear a sun 
hat and appropriate clothing when outside during summer and warm weather. Please supply your 
child with a hat, which will shade the ears, forehead and neck (Legionnaire Style) and is clearly 
labelled.  Sunscreen is to be applied on arrival and educators will reapply throughout the day as 
necessary. If your child uses an alternative sunscreen due to allergy or sensitivity, please supply 
this clearly labelled.  More information can be found in the centres sun smart policy. 
 
During the winter months children still like to go outdoors. For this time your child will require gum 
boots, a warm coat or all-in-one suit, an extra warm jumper and a warm hat. To prevent the loss of 
clothing, please name all your child’s possessions clearly.  
 
Families are also required to supply clearly labelled, if applicable: 

• Nappies – cloth or disposable 
• Ready-made formula bottles  
• Favourite security/comfort toy/blanket.   
• Asthma medication  
• Allergy medication 

 
 

CENTRE MENU 
 
Mealtimes are social occasions. Children are encouraged to try a variety of foods served which 
reflect cultural diversity, flavours and textures.  Meals provided meet a minimum of 50% of 
children’s daily dietary requirements and are of course appetising. 
 
Meals are prepared within the Centre by our suitably qualified Food Safety Supervisor. A 4 week 
cyclic menu is implemented with children’s individual dietary needs and allergies accommodated.  
The menus are planned in accordance with ‘Kids- Go for your life/Nutrition Australia’ 
recommendations to meet children’s daily and developmental requirements. 
 
Water is always accessible.  In addition, children are asked to supply a named drinking cup or 
bottle daily which can be left at the Centre.  Educators will ensure water bottle hygiene at all times. 
 
A light breakfast is available until 8.00 am which includes, cereal, toast and/or muffins.  Morning 
tea is served as a progressive meal commencing at 9.30 am, lunch between 11.30 am and 
12.30pm, and afternoon tea again as a progressive meal from approximately 3.30 pm.  A late 
snack is available to children at 5.00pm should they wish.  Please note that mealtimes are flexible 
according to individual need where possible. 
 
It is expected families provide information pertaining to their child’s individual dietary requirements 
on enrolment and as any changes occur.  To allow for planning of home meals, the 4 week cycle 
menu is displayed in the foyer.  If you have a recipe suggestion, please do not hesitate to provide 
this for future menu planning. 
 
Healthy eating is promoted and embedded in the educational programs for children and families. 
 
 
 



 

REST TIME 
 
A quiet time period is implemented after lunch.  Room environments are conducive to relaxation.  
Cots/mattresses are supplied to those who require a sleep, while quiet tables or bed activities are 
available for those children who do not wish to sleep.  Clean bedding is available for all children.  
Families’ requests regarding their children’s needs for sleep, rest and relaxation are respected. 
 
CELEBRATIONS 
 
Birthdays are a special occasion and the centres love to celebrate these with the children. 
Birthdays will be celebrated for each child using special birthday props rather than a cake. 
 
INTERACTIONS WITH CHILDREN 
  
Swinburne Children’s Centres affirm that the dignity and rights of every child is respected and 
maintained. Each child is supported to manage their own behaviour, respond appropriately to the 
behaviours of others and communicate effectively to solve disputes. 

Educators develop respectful and equitable relationships with each child and role model positive 
interactions with others.  Educators; 

• Respond positively to each child 
• Encourage and support appropriate interactions through enhancing children’s confidence 

and self-esteem. 
• Support children to manage their own behaviour. 
• Share responsibility for building and maintaining sensitive and responsive interactions with 

children. 
• Structure the environment and educational programs to support fair and equitable 

opportunities for all children  

Repetitive negative interactions with others will be addressed in consultation with families, if 
required. Positive interactions strategies can be developed into a care plan with professional 
support from external agencies if required. 

Management support educators own and support of children’s interactions with others through 
regular professional development. 

 
KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM 
 
Croydon/View Street/Wantirna 
 
The centres offer a funded registered Kindergarten Program implemented by a qualified 
Kindergarten teacher. 
 
The program runs 25 hours per week at each service from 9.00am – 2.00pm Monday to Friday 
during normal school term times. 
 
The program is designed to foster children’s interest in a play based environment.  The 
Kindergarten teacher works collaboratively with long day care staff in the planning and 
implementation of a structured program. 
 
Prerequisites require children to turn 4 before April 30th to participate in the funded Kindergarten 
program. 



 

 
A kindergarten information booklet is provided on enrolment into the program, with additional 
information offered throughout the year. 
 
Normal daycare fees apply with no additional costs. 
 
ENROLMENT OF CHILDREN 
 
Families will be enrolled in accordance with the centres enrolment policy. 
 
Access guidelines as documented by Department of Education and Training (DET) are 
implemented. 
 
Priority of Access Guidelines 
FDC IHC OSHC LDC OCC 
One of the main reasons the Australian Government funds child care is to meet the child care 
needs of Australian families. However, the demand for child care sometimes exceeds supply in 
some locations.  
 
When this happens, it is important for services to allocate places to those families with the greatest 
need for child care support. 
 
The Australian Government has Priority of Access Guidelines for allocating places in these 
circumstances. 
 
They set out the following three levels of priority, which child care services must follow when filling 
vacant places: 
 
 Priority 1; a child at risk of serious abuse or neglect. 
 
Priority 2; a child of a single parent who satisfies, or of parents who both satisfy the work and 

training study test under section 14 of the A New Tax System  
 
 Priority 3; any other child. 
 
Within these main categories, priority should also be given to the following children: 
 

• children in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Families. 
 

• children in families which include a disabled person. 
 

• children in families which include an individual whose adjusted taxable income does not 
exceed the lower income threshold or who/whose partner are on income support. 

 
• children in families with a non-English speaking background. 

 
• children in socially isolated families 

 
• children of single parents. 

 

For further information on Priority of Access Guidelines, please view the Childcare Service 
Handbook on the following website www.deewr.gov.au/Earlychildhood. 
 
 



 

ORIENTATION OF NEW CHILDREN 
 
For many children, entry into an early childhood environment will be a daunting experience. This 
experience will be different for each child and even if your child has been in childcare before, they 
will need time to adjust to new Educators and environments. To assist your child’s positive 
integration experience, it is important that both families and Educators work together to build a 
trusting relationship necessary for successful adjustment. This known as our orientation process. 

 
As a parent, you can help your child settle into this new environment by: 
• Bringing your child to visit the Centre a few times prior to leaving him/her 
• Staying for a short while with your child, then leaving your child for short periods to begin 

with 
• Being confident yourself, for if you are anxious this can easily influence the way your child 

feels 
 

• Ensuring that your child has his/her special “security object” such as a teddy bear or blanket 
• Always tell your child that you are leaving and that you will be back.  
• Always say goodbye. 

 
The settling in period varies with each child and you will know whether your child will settle quickly 
or require a longer orientation period. Orientation is not compulsory but highly recommended.  
Please see the Centres Orientation Policy located in the entrance foyer or on the website for more 
information. 
 
 
FEES & CHARGES 

 
COMMENCING CARE  
 
FEE & ASSISTANCE INFORMATION 
 
Maximum daily/weekly fees are payable by those families who do not or choose not to register with 
The Family Assistance Office. These families can apply for their entitled rebate annually. 
 
The Childcare Benefit entitlement receivable determines the out of pocket fees payable by any 
family. Current fees are available from the Coordinator and displayed in the foyer. 
 
CHILDCARE BENEFIT/CHILDCARE REBATE 
 
Childcare Benefit is paid directly to the Centre by the Commonwealth Department of Education, 
Employment and Workplace Relations to offset the costs of childcare to families. Families are 
required to register with the Family Assistance Office nominating Swinburne Children’s Centre as 
the childcare provider. Families are notified of the percentage of Childcare Benefit allowable, 
based on combined income via an Income Assessment Notice and the Centre through the 
Childcare Management System. If you have your CCB percentage and would like to know your out 
of pocket expense, telephone the manager at the centre. 
It is a families responsibility to ensure that their CCB entitlements are accurate and concurrent at 
all times. Childcare Rebate is also paid to eligible families via 4 methods.  Please contact Family 
Assistance Office for your eligibility regarding childcare rebate. 
 
 



 

CONTINUING CARE 
 
PAYMENT OF FEES 

 
Fees can be paid weekly, fortnightly or monthly as agreed on enrolment.  

 
Fees are charged on the hours booked for your child at the Centre even though your child 
may be absent during this time due to illness or holidays. Public holidays will also be 
charged for. Fees are not charged during the Christmas closure period. 
 
Payment can be made by direct deposit or credit/debit credit card only. Total out of pocket 
expenses must be paid according to the tenure of payment opted for. 
 
 
OUTSTANDING FEES 
 
Fee payments must remain up to date at all times in accordance with centre fee policy 
 
Fees which default from the agreed payment tenure on 2 occasions will incur a suspension of care 
until the account is rectified.  Please refer to the centre fee policy. 
 
A default fee of $10.00 will be charged for all outstanding fees. This will be added to a families 
account and payable on the next scheduled deposit. 
 
Families who leave the Centre without finalising their fees account will not be able to utilise future 
services until the outstanding fees are paid.  Should the arrears remain outstanding, the account 
will be referred a professional debt collection agency. 
 
 
CHILDREN’S ABSENCES 
 
Normal fees apply for days that your child does not attend the Centre through illness, holidays or 
occasional absences.  These are known as absences.   
Families are permitted 42 absences per financial year.  Should a family exceed 42 days per 
financial year, the Family Assistance Office will cease Childcare Benefit Funding and families 
become liable for the payment of full fees. It is advisable that days absent due to illness are 
supported by a medical certificate. 
 
If your child is going to be absent from the centre, please notify us as early as possible.  
 
 
LATE FEE 
 
Department of Education Early Childhood Development regulations require 2 educators to be in 
attendance at all times children are present on the premises. 
 
Families are reminded that the Centre closes promptly at 6.00/6.30 pm depending on location. 
Families arriving after the nominated centre closure time will incur a late fee of $1.00 per minute for 
the first 15 minutes (a minimum of $15.00) and $2.00 per minute thereafter.  
 
 



 

HOLDING FEE 
 
To ensure a position is held for the coming year, a fee of $25.00 or equivalence to a week’s fees, 
whichever is greater, is payable. The amount is required in cash and credited to the first childcare 
account within the new year.  

 
MAINTENANCE LEVY 
 
All enrolled families are charged an annual Maintenance Levy of $60.00.  This fee is charged to 
cover the costs associated with general maintenance within the Centre.  Families who attend 
scheduled working bees or contribute their services within the centres will be refunded the 
maintenance levy on the last account of each year.  The levy is applied during the month of July. 
 
 
CESSATION OF CARE 
 
If for any reason you wish to cease care at Swinburne Children’s Centres, you are required to give 
two weeks’ notice in writing to the Children’s Centres Manager. This enables completion of 
required documentation. Should this notice not be given, it will be necessary to charge full 
childcare fees for the remainder of this care period.  
 
 
DELIVERY AND COLLECTION OF CHILDREN 
 
To ensure the safety and wellbeing of each child, families are required to make sure that Educators 
are aware of their child’s arrival. We request that children are not left in the foyer/children’s room 
without parental or Educator supervision. 
All children attending the Centre must be timed and signed in on arrival and timed and signed out 
on departure. This is the responsibility of the adult who brings and collects your child. Attendance 
books are located in the foyer and in the hallway at all centres. 
 
If someone other than yourself or collection contacts is to collect your child from the Centre, we 
need written notice signed by the parent detailing who will collect your child be given to the Centre 
Manager. If an emergency arises, please phone the Centre Manager with information as to who 
will collect your child. Identification, such as a driver’s licence, will be required from this person 
before your child is handed over to their care. 
 
CUSTODY AND ACCESS 
 
If there are any custody and access arrangements relating to your child, please discuss them with 
the children’s Centre Manager.  
 
A copy of the current child custody order is required for our confidential file.  
 
We will abide by the requirements of the court order at all times. If there is any likelihood of 
problems associated with the collection of your child from the centre, or any changes to the 
custody order, please notify the children’s Centre Manager as soon as possible. 
 
CHANGES OF ADDRESS/TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
 
Please notify the children’s Centre Manager of any changes to personal details such as contact 
numbers, and any changes to Emergency/Collection Contacts. 
 
It is important that the centre Educators are able to contact you quickly should the need arise.   
 



 

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
 
A copy of the emergency evacuation procedures and plans are visible on the wall in each room of 
the centre. This evacuation plan will be carried out in the event of: fire, bomb hoax, hostage 
situation, gas leak, or flooding of the building.  The emergency evacuation is practiced as per the 
Emergency Management Plan. 
 
MEDICATION 
 
To ensure the safety and wellbeing of both the children and staff, Medication can only be 
administered if the following information is provided daily.  The adult delivering your child must 
complete the individual child’s medication form, located in your child’s confidential file. 
 
You are asked to check your child’s book at the end of the day and sign to acknowledge that the 
medication has been administered.  Please refer to the centre administration of medication policy. 
 
ILLNESS 
 
The health and safety of children is of paramount importance to all. 
 
If your child is feeling unwell, the care at the Centre will not replace your personal care. So in the 
best interest of your child, we ask that you keep your child at home if he/she is unwell.  
 
Should your child become ill during the day, staff will record the appropriate information on child’s 
illness record.  You will be notified of your child’s signs/symptoms, the staff actions/treatment and 
should it be necessary you will be asked to collect your child from the service.  Please see the 
centre Child Ill Health Policy. 
 
If for any reason you cannot be contacted, the emergency contacts will be used. 
In the case of an emergency where Educators are not able to adequately treat your child at the 
centre, you will be contacted immediately and an ambulance will be called.  
 
 
CHILD ILL HEALTH POLICY 
 
The well-being of every child and staff member is of the highest priority in our service.  Children 
who are unwell or exhibit signs of illness must be kept absent from the service.  Children with 
green noses are considered infectious and must be kept absent from the service until clear. 
 
Should a child become unwell during the day, families/guardians will be contacted to collect their 
child. 
 
Attendance of sick children; 
 
Children are to be kept away from the service if unwell.  Children with contagious illnesses must 
remain absent from the service in accordance with the infectious diseases exclusion table.  Upon 
return a medical clearance must be provided to the service. 
 
Where a child has suffered vomiting, diarrhea, fever or they have been hospitalized, they are not 
permitted at the service for a minimum of 24 hours from the last instance. 
 
If a child requires medication of any form, consideration needs to be made as to whether the child 
should be in attendance. 



 

Notification to the parent/guardian of a sick child; 

 
The service will phone parents, guardians or emergency contacts in the event that a child becomes 
ill whilst at the service. 
 
It is expected that the child be collected as soon as possible. 
 
Until collection, staff will monitor the child and complete a service illness record for parent, 
guardian or emergency contact to sign on arrival. 
 

Separation of sick and unwell children; 

 
Until a sick or infectious child can be collected from the service, every effort will be made to keep 
the child comfortable and reassured. 
 
 
Where appropriate the child will be separated from other children in a quiet area until collected.  
Staff will maintain supervision at all times. 

 

Specific Illnesses; 

The service will contact parents/guardians to collect their child in the following circumstances; 
1. Vomiting 
2. Diarrhea 
3. Temperature above 37.9 
4. Running green nose 
5. Injury/Trauma 
6. Indications of potential medical conditions such as conjunctivitis, cold sores etc. 

 
INFECTIOUS ILLNESS 
 
Health regulations do not allow children with infectious diseases to attend childcare due to the high 
risk of cross infection. Please refer to the Department of Education and Training Exclusion List in 
your policy book or displayed on the wall in the foyer. 
 
All families of non-immunised children will be immediately notified of significant infectious diseases 
present in the centre and will be excluded during this time. 
 
All families will be notified via a notice on the front door of any infectious diseases reported in the 
Centre.  
 
ACCIDENTS 
 
Accidents can happen no matter what precautions are taken. In the event your child has a serious 
accident whilst in the care of the centre, every effort will be made to contact you or your emergency 
contacts. At the time of enrolment, you will be required to authorise the Centre to call an 
ambulance in case of an accident or serious illness.  
 
If an accident does occur, Educators will ensure that appropriate first aid is administered. (all 
Educators hold a minimum First Aid Level 2 certificate). You will be notified by telephone of the 
accident /injury if it is deemed necessary.  Otherwise, the accident will be recorded appropriately 
for you to read and sign upon arrival to collect.   



 

 
DENTAL POLICY 
 
Swinburne Children’s Centre incorporates a policy of teaching children the importance of dental 
hygiene as part of our programming.  Resources and information is available to families if required. 
 
 
TOYS FROM HOME 
 
LCCI advocates toys are not brought from home.  This avoids the risk of damage or loss of a 
favourite toy.  A special security/comfort toy may be brought to the Centre for the child during sleep 
time. 
 
 
 
 
 
LCCI Policy and Procedure Manual 
 
The following policies and procedures can be viewed as part of the centre policy and procedure 
manual. 
 

1. Sunsmart 
2. Clothing 
3. Asthma/Anaphylaxis 
4. Emergency Management 
5. Nutrition 

 
 
 
 


